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A NEW LOOK AT SOME OLD QUESTIONS IN
CLINICAL ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
LiBi SHERF, M.D.*

AND THOMAS N . JAMES,

M.D.*

Whether spread of excitation from the sinus node to the two atria and the AV
(atrioventricular) node occurs selectively over distinct pathways or radially without
such selection is an old question in cardiac electrophysiology. In clinical electrocardiography today most interpretations are based on the concept of nonselective or
radial distribution of the sinus impulse. However, there has been increasing experimental physiologic and anatomic evidence recently to indicate that spread of the
sinus impulse normally enters selective pathways for distribution to the right and
left atrium and for entering the AV node. It is timely, therefore, to reexamine some
of the classic problems in clinical electrocardiography in the light of this new
information. Particular examples of such electrocardiographic problems include the
nature of atrial and nodal ectopic beats and rhythms, especially when there is aberrant
ventricular conduction; concomitant changes in the direction of depolarization vectors
in the atria and ventricles; variation in QRS configuration during atrial fibrillation;
echo beats; and many aspects of the ventricular preexcitation syndrome.
The first part of this paper will review the anatomic and physiologic evidence
for the existence of an organized and synchronized system for impulse formation
and conduction in the atria and its link with the ventricular conduction system.
Based on this evidence a reference model for excitation and conduction in the entire
heart is proposed. In the second part explanations are presented for certain clinical
and electrocardiographic disorders, based on this reference model. The last part deals
especially with the ventricular preexcitation syndrome and its related disorders.
A MODERN REFERENCE SYSTEM FOR CLINICAL ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY

The Sinus Node. The normal cardiac impulse originates in the sinus node.
Some major unanswered questions about this normal pacemaker include whether
multiple centers in the node fire at once and in sequence, or at random, and in
what order the impulse leaves the margins of the node. It is known' that conduction
within the sinus node is slow (0.05 meters/second or less).
*Section on Cardiovascular Research.
These studies were supported in part by grants from the Michigan Heart Association and the
U. S. Public Health Service. Work was done during Dr. Sherf's tenure as a Lederle International
Research Fellow at Henry Ford Hospital.
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Recent electron microscopic studies have demonstrated that the sinus node is
composed of many small and independent cells of different forms and structure.''^
Some of these cells, very pale in appearance and showing special sarcosomal arrangement, are thought to be the primary pacemaker cells, while the others represent
intermediary stages between these pacemaker cells and the ordinary cells of the atrial
myocardium. These findings correlate well with electrophysiologic studies of intracellular potentials in the sinus node area, since the classical pacemaker potential is
difficult to locate, while most cells in this region show intermediary patterns between
those of the pacemaker and those of the plain atrial cell. Intracellular recordings
have also shown that different groups of pacemaker cells may arrive at the critical
threshold of depolarization at the same time or at different times.' Intranodal conduction being very slow, the first group of cells to depolarize need not necessarily
act as the pacemaker of the heart; another group, firing later but being nearer to the
atrium, may have depolarized the atrial fibers before the earlier stimulus arrives.
The pracfical question arising from such investigations is this: does the depolarization of these different groups of pacemaking units inside the sinus node at
different fimes and different sites occur at random, or is there an organized pattern?
Robb," for instance, postulated that some areas in the sinus node activated late may
eventually produce delayed excitation of an area in the A V node and ultimately late
activation of some parts of the ventricles. This conception of the sinus node being
not only the primary pacemaker of the heart, but also the initial distributor of
impulses, directing their time of production and direction, needs more investigation.
It may prove to be of the greatest importance in understanding the electrical activity
of the entire heart.
Internodal and Interatrial Preferential Pathways. According to most current
electrocardiographic concepts, a stimulus originating in the sinus node depolarizes
the atria by spreading radially to all parts of the atrial myocardium without using
preferential pathways.'''
In spite of these concepts a controversy has existed over the last four decades
concerning the question of specialized pathways between the sinus node and the A V
node. Of the various anatomical studies which have claimed to demonstrate an
internodal tract (as reviewed by Pace'), the most noteworthy have been those of
ThoreF' and W e n c k e b a c h . A third tract was partially described by Bachmann,"
who was concerned only whh interatrial conduction. Subsequent denial of the existence
of any of these internodal tracts (as summarized by Lev'^) were reviewed recently
by Robb and Petri'* and Truex," and the conflicting viewpoints stressed. Based on
this contradictory material the region between the sinus node and A V node was
examined by subserial sections in 69 human hearts." From these studies it was
concluded that there are three connecting pathways between the sinus node and the
AV node, all of which contain both Purkinje fibers and many ordinary myocardial
fibers.
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The anterior internodcd tract passes from the sinus node to sweep anterior to
the superior vena cava into Bachmann's bundle where it divides: one group of fibers
to distribute to the left atrium, and a second group (not described by Bachmann)
lo curve back into the interatrial septum and descend to the superior crest of the
AV node. The middle internodal tract leaves the dorsal and posterior margins of the
sinus node and courses behind the superior vena cava through the sinus intercavarum
to the interatrial septum and there descends into the crest of the AV node, merging
with fibers from the anterior tract as it approaches the node. The posterior 'internodal
tract follows the crista terminalis from the sinus node to the Eustachian ridge and
hence, through the ridge, to the posterior margin of the A V node. This latter tract
terminates with most of its fibers bypassing the bulk of the A V node, between it and
the atrial endocardium, a part of the fibers joining the convex right atrial surface
and lower part of the A V node and others continuing to end at the base of the
tricuspid valve.
Possible functional importance of such tracts, i.e. their capability for preferential
and faster conducting pathways between the sinus node, the AV node and the left
atrium, has been considered by a number of investigators. By placing cuts in a
rectangle around the sinus node, Eyster and Meek" found each of three cuts led to
impaired sinus impulse transmission and a fourth which did not. An examination of
their diagrams reveals that their fourth cut is the only one not interrupting one of
the three internodal pathways, although they did not indicate an awareness of this
point. Rothberger and Scherf" placed sutures around certain strategic points on
the internodal and interatrial pathways and were able to change the form of the
P wave, indicating production of an abnormal depolarization wave in the atria
produced by interrupting the normal sequences of atrial conduction. Condorelli"
later confirmed the observations of Rothberger and Scherf. Recently, more convincing
evidence of specialized internodal conduction has been obtained. Sano and Yamagishi'"
used intracellular microelectrcdes and found preferential pathways in the right
atrium of the rabbit, leading the sinus impulse to the AV node with a faster
conduction time than in the surrounding atrial myocardium. It is their opinion
that these tracts correspond roughly to the posterior and anterior internodal
pathways described by James in the human" and canine" heart. Wagner, Lazzara,
Weiss and Hoffmann" have demonstrated in dogs that atrial activation is determined
by specialized-fiber pathways, and that stimuli induced at sites remote from the sinus
node first enter the specialized system before activating the main mass of atrial muscle.
The same authors also stress that fibers having the anatomic distribution of a
specialized pathway (Bachmann's bundle) have been shown to have specialized
characteristics electrophysiologically. Horiba" studied the propagation process of the
excitation in Bachmann's bundle by means of microelectrodes and arrived at the
same conclusion; namely, that a stimulus coming from the sinus node was transmitted
most quickly through this bundle toward the left atrium.
From these anatomical and experimental findings it appears that the classical
concept of Sir Thomas Lewis' — that the depolarization of the atria is radial and
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without preferential pathways — must be seriously questioned and possibly rejected.
The view that faster conduction is possible only over tracts composed solely of
Purkinje fibers seems to be erroneous especially relative to internodal and interatrial
conduction, since only a part of each internodal and interatrial tract is composed
of characteristic Purkinje fibers.
The A V Node. The fibers of the internodal tracts enter the A V node at two
principal sites:'" at its superior-posterior part (its crest), containing mainly fibers
of the anterior and middle tracts but a few of the posterior, and at its inferioranterior margin. The latter group bypass most of the AV node and contain mainly
fibers from the posterior internodal tract. On entering the crest of the A V node
the fibers of all the tracts divide into a network of intercommunicating smaller fibers.
At the anterior and inferior end of the A V node the interlacing fibers orient themselves
more and more parallel to each other to form the bundle of His. In addition to
this general partitioning of input into the A V node, there are random other fibers
entering its convex right atrial surface. Myocardial fibers also normally course
from the crest of the A V node to the left atrium, while others leave the node to
enter the central fibrous body and return to the A V node or His bundle below. The
exact internal structure of the A V node is somewhat variable, although the substance
of the node is principally a profusely ramifying and interlacing group of fibers,
shorter and broader than the sinus node fibers; along the right atrial (convex) border
of the A V node the fibers interweave less and are arranged more parallel.
From the time of its discovery, the A V node has been an enigma. For example,
the slowing of the conduction velocity of stimuli passing from the atria to the
ventricle was partially explained by learning that the slowing actually occurs in
the node, but there are still questions as to where the exact site of this slowing is
located. Such slowing may take place throughout the node, due to the smaller
diameter of the nodal fibers and reciprocal cancellation of the divided sfimuh by the
interlacing of the fibers,'^" but the most drastic slowing (down to 0.05 m/sec)
appears to occur in the area of junction of atrial and nodal fibers.' "
An equally important question is how the A V node as a whole depolarizes. It
is generally considered that the electrical stimulus arriving at the A V node depolarizes
it slowly but uniformly, and the manner of this depolarization is usually considered
to be the same whether the stimulus came there from the sinus node or from some
ectopic center. Recent studies, however, have shown that the problem is not this
simple. The experiments of Moe" and of Rosenblueth" on dogs have demonstrated
the existence of dual pathways in the A V node producing longitudinal dissociation
with different physiological properties, one being a slow and the other a fast conducting route. In their experiments each of the two conduction pathways produced
different configuration of the QRS complexes, indicating a different depolarization
order in the ventricles. The changes in the QRS pattern impressed Hoffmann and
Cranefield as being the strongest evidence in favor of a dual conduction system in
the A V node, although they expressed certain reservations about the concept.' PrinzmetaF" has suggested there may be multiple conduction pathways in the A V node,
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Figure 1
These are two photomicrographs showng partitioning of the normal His (AV) bundle by collagen
septa. Both are from dogs, A X140 and B X1275; the stain is Goldner trichrome. The photograph
in B is prepared with unfiltered light, but that in A was with light specially filtered to darken the
collagen color. The broad black arrows in A outline the His bundle, which is triangular in cross
section. The four open arrows in B point to individual septa of collagen between cells in the His
bundle.

Figure 2
These are photomicrographs of two different normal human His bundles. Both are stained with the
Goldner trichrome and are X45. In each the central fibrous body is above and the IV septum is
below, while the bundle itself is outlined by three black arrows. Septation of the His bundle by
collagen is again clearly shown.
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since he was able to produce different QRS patterns by stimulating adjacent areas
in the node. In his concept the A V node acts as the "brain" of the heart, every
part in it conducting an electrical stimulus to a given part of the ventricle. The
possibility that the A V node is not only a passive filter slowing the stimuli in their
path from the atria to the ventricles, but that it is also a distributor and sometimes
a redistributor of these stimuli has obvious important implications in understanding
the function of a unified excitation and conduction system for the entire heart.
The Bundle of His. At the anterior-inferior end of the A V node the interlacing
fibers orient themselves more and more parallel to each other and form the common
bundle. This common A V bundle not only divides into main right and left branches
but also normally gives off smaller additional branches penetrating several separate
areas in the crest of the interventricular septum. Some of these leaving the common
bundle near its origin from the A V node were especially described by Mahaim^'
(paraspecific fibers).
Sciacca" conducted a histologic study of the heart of oxen, pigs and dogs and
has described two tracts descending into the common bundle which form, after the
bifurcation, the left and right bundle branches. Robb" has demonstrated fine connective tissue septa dividing the bundle of His into numerous smaller tracts of varying
diameter, a finding which we can confirm (Figs. 1, 2). These observations raise
the question of longitudinal dissociation and preferential conduction within the bundle
of His. The most widely accepted view of the activation of the bundle of His,
however, is that a stimulus arriving there produces total depolarization and is then
distributed simultaneously to the right and left bundles." This prevailing view may
be accepted only with a necessary assumption that all portions of the activation front
filtering down the small fibers of the A V node arrive at the exact same time at
the beginning of the common bundle. Then all the stimuh from the A V node
would descend through the bundle at an identical high velocity characteristic of this
structure, and form an almost straight depolarization front perpendicular to the
bundle's long axis. Actually, it is not known whether all stimuli arrive at the His
bundle at the same time. Evidence for dual or multiple independent conduction
pathways in the A V node, and the improbability that the junction of A V node and
His bundle can be considered a straight line, make one doubt the simultaneous
arrival of all portions of the A V nodal activation front.
If an electrical stimulus arrived at the proximal end of any His bundle fiber
early, then it should descend in this part of the His bundle more rapidly, since
the velocity of conduction along the longitudinal axis of the Purkinje fiber is much
faster than its lateral spread. This would be true whether one attached significance
to further partitioning by fibrous septa or not. Draper and Mya-Tu," and Sano et aP'
have demonstrated that conduction velocities are two to four times faster parallel
to the long axis of Purkinje fibers than perpendicular to them. These findings have
been confirmed by others.^' The difference between the longitudinal and lateral
conduction velocity in a fiber may be explained by the very low resistance to conduction by the intercalated disc, which forms the end-to-end border between the
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Purkinje cells, as compared to the high resistance presented by the two layers of
sarcolemma which are present between two parallel cells. The fibrotic septa between
bundles of fibers in the common bundle, being poor electrical conductors, may further
contribute to insulating protection for a possible preferential longitudinal depolarization
of the bundle of His. There is some experimental evidence that such preferential
depolarization exists, since Sciacca and Sangiorgi" produced right bundle branch
block by sectioning a part of the His bundle before its division. Logically, the order
of depolarization in the common bundle depends on the order of depolarization in
the AV node and in the atria. Yet, the order of descent of the normal stimulus
through the bundle of His, which determines the order of depolarization in the
ventricles, in the normal heart is always the same.
Even if one rejects the concept of multiple longitudinal depolarization sequences
in the common bundle during normal cardiac activity, there still exists the possibility
that in certain pathological conditions some stimuh succeed in descending through
AV node in an abnormal asynchronous order, arriving earlier to some parts of the
His bundle than to others. Hoffman suggests, for example, that certain lines of
evidence for a dual A V transmission system based on aberrant conduction of supraventricular or His bundle escape beats may also be interpreted as due to propagation
in fibers which are partially depolarized due to latent pacemaker activity." In such
a case, not only will activation of the His bundle be asynchronous but there must
be some influence on the normal depolarization order of the ventricles, leading to
a change in the pattern of the QRS.
That altered spread of supraventricular activation could produce a change in
QRS configuration was most clearly (and fortuitously) demonstrated by Rothberger
and Scherf." By applying a suture on appropriate myocardial tracts in the right
atrium, they not only changed the form of the P waves but also simultaneously
changed the form of the QRS, meaning a change in the depolarization order of the
ventricles (Fig. 3). The special importance of their experiment lies in the fact that
by ligating one of the internodal tracts they transformed the normal organized
depolarization of the atria into a different one. That this change must have also
changed the usual depolarization order of the A V node and the common bundle is
documented by the concomitant change in the depolarization order of the ventricles.
If the depolarization of the atria was random and depolarization of the A V node
and the His bundle "en bloc" by the first stimulus arriving there, then changes in
atrial depolarization direction alone should have had no influence on the order of
the ventricular depolarization.
In conventional descriptions of impulse formation and conduction in the heart
the sinus node appears like an island of specialized tissue in a sea of plain atrial
muscle. The "real" conduction system begins with the A V node and descends in
the His-Purkinje system. The gap of stimulus conduction between the sinus node
and A V node is filled by the classic concept of Lewis that the impulse is radially
conducted through the myocardium of the atria. According to this conventional view
the sinus node, A V node and common bundle are depolarized (in sequence) as a
syncytial unit, without any intrinsic arrangement, order or organization.
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Figure 3
An illustration from the experimental study of Rothberger and Scherf* is reproduced here with the
kind permission of Dr. David Scherf. The original figure is above and the pertinent segments (b and
f) are enlarged directly below. Note that deformation of the P wave — which was the purpose of
the experiment — by placement of an intraatrial ligature is associated with a simultaneous deformation of the QRS complex, including the appearance of a delta wave in /. The authors did not
comment on the change in QRS (see text for discussion).
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Based on the evidence now presented, we suggest the existence of a highly
organized integration between impulse formation and conduction, beginning in the
sinus node and ending at the ventricular Purkinje-muscle cell junction. We believe
that a stimulus arising in the sinus node must traverse one or more of the internodal
tracts, since the only other tissue between the two nodes is primarily collagen and
fat, which are poor conductors. Based on the consistent uniformity of the P wave
in most electrocardiograms, the sinus impulse must arrive in the two atria and at
the A V node in some remarkably consistent manner. On arrival at the A V node,
it divides to travel through the node at a much slower velocity. Among the interconnected A V nodal fibers some of the divided impulses may collide and cancel,
the rest forming an irregular but consistent depolarization front. The normal stimuli
descending in the anterior and middle internodal tracts (which are shorter ones)
most likely arrive earliest at the crest of the A V node and produce a depolarization
front roughly perpendicular to the long axis of the node. Stimuli arriving later
from the longer posterior tract would then be cancelled by impulses ascending from
the lateral margin of the node to meet them. The right atrial surface of the A V node,
as previously mentioned, contains fibers with more longitudinal arrangement and
fewer interconnections, so that this surface may be most quickly activated even by
impulses entering the crest of the node. When the A V nodal depolarization front
arrives at the common A V bundle, where the fibers have become parallel, it is
fractionated into a number of parallel smaller depolarization fronts, of different
diameters, effectively isolated from each other by higher resistance in sarcolemmae
than in intercalated discs, and by the fine collagenous septa described by Robb.
Each of these depolarization fronts will then continue its trip to a given destination
in the ventricular myocardium where the "terminal" of its own subdivision is to
be found (Fig. 4 ) .
Using this anatomical and physiological model for normal synchronized conduction in the entire heart, we have formulated a working hypothesis which may
be applied to understand abnormal and asynchronous conduction. Briefly it may
be summarized as follows:
1) Three atrial pathways composed of generally parallel fibers and containing
both "working" and Purkinje cells, descend from the sinus node and arrive
separately at the superior-posterior and inferior-anterior parts of the A V
node. In the node they form a network of intercommunicating interweaving
small fibers which later reorganize, gradually enlarge and assume parallel
arrangement to form the common A V bundle. On the basis of ultrastructural
cellular anatomy and grosser fibrous septa within the A V bundle, effective
isolating barriers between the fiber groups in the His bundle produce separate
tracts of different calibers, each having a precise destination in the ventricles.
2)

In normal conditions an impulse leaving the sinus node descends in the three
different internodal tracts in a given synchronized order to depolarize the
A V node in a precise order and continue through the different subdivisions
of the His bundle to produce a specific pattern of ventricular depolarization.
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Figure 4
This is a general schema of the AV node and His bundle, including the inputs of the former and the
output of the latter, as will be employed in this report. Abbreviations here and in subsequent similar
figures are: Post. I . T , posterior internodal tract; Mid. I . T., middle internodal tract; Ant. I . T.,
anterior internodal tract; L. A. is left atrium; AVN, A V node; AVB, His (AV) bundle; IVS labels
direct connections to the interventricular septum; RBB and LBB are right and left bundle branches.
Enlargements to the right depict the interweaving of normal AV nodal fibers (above) and septation
of normal fibers and cells in the His bundle below. Thin black arrows indicate the direction of
spread of excitation as we consider it normally occurs. The major and earliest excitation of the AV
node occurs via the middle and anterior internodal tracts, especially the latter, which intermingle
at the crest of the node. This excitation at the crest enters the node and is filtered through to the
His bundle as a uniform front, which may or may not be perfecdy straight (shown so schematically
here), but which we consider must be consistent in each normal cardiac cycle. Because excitation
arrives earliest from the anterior and middle internodal tracts, this not only penetrates the AV node
but also enters adjacent atrial connections with the node which are not yet excited, such as those
to the posterior internodal tract and those along the septal endocardium to the left atrium. Entry
into these latter connections effectively cancels late arriving impulses from those directions. The
significance of earlier arrival of premature impulses from either the left atrium or the posterior
internodal tract is that they produce a different excitation front in the AV node and subsequently
the His bundle, and may be anticipated to produce a QRS configuration different from the normal
one. Similarly, an impulse arising within the AV node would not produce a mirror image P wave
on comparison to that originating in the sinus node, since it would reach the left atrium earlier via
the short connections shown here. These and other considerations are discussed in the text and
further by rearrangement of the excitation pathway arrows in Figs. 5, 6 and 14.
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In pathological or nonphysiological conditions certain changes produced in
this depolarization order of the atrial tracts (e.g. by atrial conduction disturbances or ectopic atrial rhythms) will result in a different depolarization order
of the A V node which will in turn produce a changed (asynchronous)
depolarization order of the ventricles. The same will be true if the pathological
or nonphysiological condition originates in some part of the A V node itself.

In the experiment of Rothberger and Scherf^ the change in the depolarization
order of the atria and consequently of the A V node, common AV bundle and
ventricles was produced by an artificial block (a suture) in one of the internodal
tracts. It seems only logical to assume that in many clinical pathological conditions,
focal disease can develop in some areas containing the internodal or interatrial tracts
or parts of the A V node. These would then change the synchronous order of supraventricular excitation and by that produce asynchronous depolarization of the ventricles
with altered QRS patterns (Fig. 5 ) . Such supraventricular conduction disturbances
need not be organic — they may be functional only, due to a prolonged recovery
period in some fibers while in others the refractory period is not prolonged. Such
conditions may develop, for example, when the autonomic control of the heart is
disturbed. Indeed in many clinical conditions a concomitant change in the directions
of the depolarization vectors of atria and ventricles have been observed, similar
to those described in Rothberger and Scherf's experiment.
This important phenomenon (concomitant P and QRS changes) has been documented in a variety of circumstances: when a left atrial rhythm returned to sinus
rhythm;""" when a sinus pacemaker was overtaken by an A V nodal one,"""' "' or when
the site of atrial pacemaking changed in cases of the ventricular preexcitation
syndrome."^"" In many of these examples an active shift in the supraventricular
pacemaker site (ectopic supraventricular rhythms) produced the concomitant change.
Therefore one must conclude that the orderly synchronous depolarization of the
conduction system can be disturbed not only by organic or functional blocks, but
also by mere existence of ectopic supraventricular pacemaking activity.
Having briefly indicated some of the different pathological conditions which
can disturb the normal organized and synchronized order of depolarization along
Ihe entire excitation-conduction system, we will now concentrate on some specific
ECG disturbances and discuss them separately.

APPLICATION OF THIS REFERENCE SYSTEM TO CERTAIN QUESTIONS I N
CLINICAL ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY

Ectopic Beats with Aberrant Ventricular Conduction. In general there are two
types of supraventricular ectopic beats: one in which the QRS pattern of the ectopic
beat is similar to the normally conducted QRS complex, and others in which a more
278
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Figure 5
Using the same schematic diagram as in Fig. 4, the consequences of focal disease within the AV
node are shown here. A normal sinus impulse would still enter the AV node as before, but the
spread of excitation through the node would be rerouted and produce an altered front in the His
bundle. The cross-hatched area of focal disease is indicated by the broad white arrow. Excitation
of the IV septum via direct connections, which normally is obscured by simultaneous spread through
both bundle branches, may now become apparent in an unusual QRS configuration. This could, for
example, take the form of a WPW complex but would not necessarily do so. Configuration of such
a QRS (due to focal disease in the AV node) following a normal sinus impulse would depend on
the number and direction of direct connections between the His bundle and I V septum, which occur
to some degree in most normal human hearts but differ in their location, size and extent of development. If one such connection at some point in time became diseased, this would further alter QRS
which was initially deformed by focal disease in the AV node. The excitation front leaving the AV
node could become sufficiently distorted to arrive earliest in either the right or left bundle branch,
thus producing a QRS resembling either left or right bundle branch block, respectively. Still other
combinations and permutations are possible.
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or less marked change occurs in the form of the QRS (supraventricular ectopic beat
with "aberrant" ventricular conduction). The usual explanation of the latter is that
a part of the ventricular muscle was refractory and that abnormal ventricular ventricular depolarization consequently developed."' This hypothesis may be questioned
for two reasons. First, no less aberrant QRS complexes are frequently seen with
late ectopic beats than with early ones, even in the same case. Second, certain late
ectopic beats (escape beats), which should not find ventricular muscle refractory,
show marked aberration of their QRS complexes. Because of these points an alternative explanation was proposed by Katz and Pick."' According to their hypothesis
a stimulus originating from the A V node where a "paraspecific" tract leaves it may
take a preferential route and arrive at an unusual site in the ventricular myocardium
to produce an aberrant QRS complex. However, such a thesis would not explain
late atrial (not A V nodal) ectopic beats with aberrant ventricular conduction. Furthermore, paraspecific fibers leaving the A V node, except to return to the common bundle,
are rare in the adult human heart, although less rare in the infant.

To us it seems more tenable to reason that ectopic supraventricular beats
produce ventricular aberration when by their site of origin they change the usual
depolarization order of both the atria and the A V node, and consequently arrive
at different parts of the ventricular myocardium through subdivisions of the His
bundle which were asynchronously depolarized (Fig. 6). On the other hand, if the
ectopic beat originates ehher very near the sinus node or in the upper part of the
AV node, the depolarization wave in the A V node would be very similar to that
produced by a sinus impulse and the resulting QRS complexes would be very similar
to the normal beats. Such possibilities were partially considered by Katz and Pick,"'
who suggested that a preferential pathway could operate even in the absence of the
paraspecific fibers if one assumed that the arrangement of conducting fibers in the
lower A V node and His bundle were such as to determine separate impulse distribution to specific limited parts of the ventricular myocardium.

Ectopic Supraventricular Rhythms with Aberrant Ventricular Conduction. The
marked changes in QRS which often occur when a sinus rhythm is replaced by A V
nodal rhythm are usually explained as a concomitant physiological change in one
of the bundle branches. Why such a coincidental physiological change should appear
in the conduction tissue of the ventricles has never been satisfactorily explained.
Massie and Walsh"' have stressed the clinical importance of this point by asking
how frequently apparent ventricular tachycardias are actually A V nodal tachycardias
with ventricular aberration, which would present completely different therapeutic
and prognostic considerations.

In addition to the changes seen in the QRS complexes during A V nodal rhythm,
changes have also been observed when a left atrial rhythm returned to sinus rhythm
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Figure 6
A premature beat originating within the AV node would disorganize the usual spread of excitation
within the node in somewhat the same manner as focal disease. The two problems may coexist.
Although the premature beat (an arbitrary site of origin is indicated by the arrow and asterisk) may
produce the same sort of distortion in QRS as focal disease in the AV node, the form of P wave
would be entirely different, as would the PR interval.
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or the reverse (Table I ) . Of special interest is one example (Case No. 6 of ref. no.
39), in which a change in the QRS pattern is seen in a single lead, when conversion
of a left atrial rhythm to sinus rhythm occurred in a case of a mirror-image dextrocardia. It is significant that the QRS changes in this example and also in a case
of Sherf and Cohen"" expressed themselves particularly with a higher voltage of the
R or S components of the QRS. Considering the fact that the voltage of these
components of the QRS are used in many criteria for diagnosis of ventricular
hypertrophy of the ventricles, it is important to be aware that they may be due to
altered A V conduction in hearts without hypertrophy. In general, ectopic rhythms
with aberrant ventricular depolarization can be explained in the same way as ectopic
beats with aberrant QRS patterns.
Atrial Fibrillation with Different QRS Patterns. Two phenomena associated
with the ventricular response to atrial fibrillation have long been a puzzle: one is
the absolute ventricular arrhythmia and the other is the appearance of widely
different forms of QRS complexes in the same ECG lead. Conventional explanation
for these observations has been that the rapid arrival of impulses at the His bundle
and its branches and at the ventricular myocardium found these areas in different
periods of refractoriness. However, Soderstrom"' (citing and agreeing with an earlier
opinion of A. Hoffman"') points out that theoretically one should expect atrial
Table I
PUBLISHED CASES (Other Than Preexcitation) WITH CHANGING SUPRAVENTRICULAR
PACEMAKER SITES and CONCOMITANT CHANGING QRS PATTERN
Author
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Massie, E. and Walsh, T. J.«
Massie, E. and Walsh, T. J.«
Massie, E. and Walsh, T. J.«
Scherf, D. and Cohen, J.«
Scherf, D. and Cohen, J.
Katz, L. N . and Pick, A.'"
Katz, L. N. and Pick, A.4'

8. Katz, L. N. and Pick, A."'
9. Pick, A.«
10. Mirowski, M., Neill, C. A.
and Taussig, H. B.
11. Mirowski, M., Neill, C. A.
and Taussig, H. B.
12. Mirowski, M., Neill, C. A.
and Taussig, H. B.
13. Mirowski, M., Neill, C. A.
and Taussig, H. B.
14. Diensd, F., Kaindl, F. and«
Kohn, P.
15. Diensd, F., Kaindl, F. and'"
Kohn, P.

Kind of
Ectopic Rhythm

Kind of
Evidence*

Case No.

Nodal
Nodal
Nodal
Nodal
Left Atrial
Nodal
Nodal
Nodal
Nodal
Left Atrial

Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Indirect
Indirect
Indirect
Direct
Direct

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Indirect

10

705
870

42
350
3A
3

Left Atrial

Indirect

1 i

870

3

Left Atrial

Indirect

12

870

3

Left Atrial

Direct

6

872

5

Left Atrial

Indirect

1.

368-9

4 A,B

Left Atrial

Indirect

B

366-7

3 A,B

'"Direct" and "indirect" defined in text.
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fibrillation to be followed by a slightly irregular or nearly regular ventricular rhythm,
since all R-R intervals should be approximately as long as the basic refractory period
of the A V node. Soderstrom concluded that the cause of irregularity of the ventricular
response must be in the A V node itself and not in the refractoriness of the His
bundle or the ventricles. Moe and Abildskov"' arrived at a similar conclusion, stating
that the cause of irregularity of the ventricular response in atrial fibrillation is not
the refractory period of the ventricles but concealed conduction in the A V node,
where partially penetrating early impulses from the atria disturb the regular passage
of later ones. I f these conclusions are true for the irregularity of the ventricular
response, they must also apply to the variations in QRS pattern occurring in atrial
fibrillation.
Since the A V nodal refractory period is longer than that of the ventricles, the
ventricles must be ready to respond to any impulse having come from the AV node
with a uniform order of depolarization. For example, during very rapid atrial
tachycardias with ventricular rates of 230-250/min., the ventricular response is quite
often both regular and uniform, and the QRS is normal in appearance. By contrast,
during slow ventricular responses to atrial fibrillation (70-90/min.) one may see
many different QRS patterns. Horan and Kistler," studying the distribution of short
and long R-R cycles in human atrial fibrillation, found no correlation between the
presence or frequency of aberrant beats and the R-R interval. These authors showed
that variant forms of QRS were found at random throughout the range of R-R
length, minimizing the likelihood of a single threshold of refractoriness. In one case,
for example, there were frequent altered QRS forms during an average ventricular
rate of 56 while in the same day they were very rare at a ventricular frequency of
138. There must be other causes which influence the appearance of different forms
of QRS in human atrial fibrillation than the refractoriness of the bundle branches
or ventricular-Purkinje system.
If we accept the concept that impulses which change the atrial depolarization
order also infiuence the depolarization fronts of the AV node and His bundle and
hence arrive at different ventricular "terminals", it is possible to explain both the
different QRS forms seen during atrial fibrillation and the irregularity of the ventricular response. During atrial fibrillation the A V node is under constant barrage by
stimuli at different points of its connections with the atria, inevitably producing a
kaleidoscope of A V nodal depolarization fronts. Intranodal collisions must extinguish
some fronts, while others would advance through the node both at differing intervals
and in different forms. Their arrival at the His bundle must then lead to ventricular
responses which vary in both frequency and intraventricular sequence.
Echo Beats and Dual Conduction. From physiological experiments in dogs
Moe, Preston and Buriington" and Rosenblueth" have suggested that dual conduction
pathway must exist within the normal A V conduction system. Moe et al demonstrated
that when the sinus node of the dog is inactivated and the heart paced through an
electrode placed on the right atrium, then a relationship exists between the time
interval when an additional (or premature) impulse is given after the "driven"
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regular impulse, and the conduction time of this extrasystole to the ventricles. The
early premature impulses showed a more prolonged conduction time (slow conduction),
while a late extrasystole arrived much faster to depolarize the ventricle (rapid
conduction). Their interpretation was that two AV pathways must exist, one of
which was rapid and the other slow in conduction. To support this thesis they
experimentally produced atrial and ventricular echoes. Although no specific anatomical
structure for the two pathways was presented, it was suggested that connecting branches
must exist between the two systems.
With our reference model it is possible to explain and also "map" the routes
of dual (or multiple) AV conduction. The stimulating electrode in Moe's experiments
was not placed on the sinus node and it can therefore be called an "ectopic" site.
It is reasonable to presume there was a change in the usual depolarization order of
the dog's atria, and by following an "abnormal" route (or an asynchronous one)
in the internodal tracts the artificial impulse arrived unconventionally at the AV
node and produced an abnormal nodal depolarization front. Arrival of this nodal
front in the His bundle could lead to an unusual depolarization order in the ventricles. When a premature impulse was delivered at the same ectopic atrial site, it
must descend in the same internodal tract as the driven impulse but would arrive
at the A V node only to find some parts of the node refractory due to the previous
(regular) driven impulse. The early premature impulse takes longer to reach an
edge of the previous AV nodal depolarization front (fibers which were not yet
depolarized, or depolarized long enough previously to recover) and would then finally
penetrate the node to arrive at the common bundle. The consequences would be a
prolonged conduction time and a slightly changed QRS pattern, since the premature
impulse would cause a different AV nodal front and arrive at different subdivisions
of the His bundle. When the premature beat is given late after the regular driven
impulse, it finds the original route through the AV node to the His bundle free (no
longer refractory) and uses that. The consequence would be a short conduction
time and QRS pattern identical to the driven impulse, since it arrives conventionally
at the same subdivisions of the His bundle. Fig. 3 in the study of Moe et al
demonstrates that the QRS of the driven beat and of the late extrassystoles have a
qR pattern and are similar, while the QRS of the eariier premature beats has a smaller
R and no Q wave. This slight change is not accompanied by a change of the QRS
polarity during the early premature beats, or a true RBBB pattern.
In the same way an echo can be explained when a "slow" conducted impulse
has favorable conditions and finds the short pathway of the previous driven impulse
just vacated (nonrefractory) and can therefore arrive in both the ventricles and
the atria. According to this explanation the site where the echo beats originate
must be within or very near the AV node. The production of an echo is unpredictable and Moe's deduction is that connecting pathways must exist between the
two A V conduction systems, leading to interference with the calculated production
of reciprocal beats. The many connecting fibers between all three internodal pathways
in the immediate vicinity of the AV node, as well as the diffuse interconnection of
fibers within the A V node, provide multiple opportunities for interference between
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two descending stimuli, and would be the anatomical counterpart of Moe's physiological deductions. In some clinical conditions echo beats are encountered also in man.
They can be of atrial or ventricular origin, but the important point is that they
always follow an ectopic rhythm or beat (mostly A V nodal). They do not follow
normally generated beats either in man or in experiments, and the reason is that
during normal synchronized A V conduction, no possibihty exists for their production.
This should be expected, since echo beats require special circumstances inside the
A V node as described above, which exist during asynchronous atrial and AV conduction but not during regular sinus activity.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF THE VENTRICULAR
PREEXCITATION SYNDROME

In 1930 Wolff, Parkinson and White'' described a syndrome characterized by
a short PR interval and a widened QRS complex in the ECG, and a tendency to
attacks of paroxysmal arrhythmias. Many theories have been advanced to explain
this syndrome. None of them, however, has adequately explained all the different
ECG disturbances seen in this disorder. Our hypothetical model of an organized,
synchronized excitation and conduction system for the entire heart can explain all
these disturbances, and therefore we will pay special attention to the ventricular
preexcitation syndrome. Some original observations seen in this syndrome will be
combined with the hypothetical model to explain all the disturbances.
Increased Ectopic Supraventicular Activity. In 1940 Hunter, Papp, and
Parkinson"^ described P wave changes occurring in patients suffering from the ventricular preexcitation syndrome. Later, other authors also reported P wave changes
in the ventricular preexcitation syndrome, most of them correlated with concomitant
changes in the QRS pattern.
Reviewing 130 cases of the ventricular preexcitation syndrome seen in the last
10 years at the Tel-Hashomer (Tel Aviv, Israel) and Henry Ford Hospitals, we
found 19 instances of changes in the P wave. In 17 of the 19 the change in P
wave was accompanied by simultaneous changes in the QRS pattern. On reviewing
the published electrocardiograms in the literature or statements by different authors
concerning such changes in their cases, we were able to find at least 31 additional
cases where P wave changes were evident. In most of them a concomitant change
in the QRS pattern also occurred (Table I I ) . The fact that patients who showed
P wave changes — unlike those with tachycardia — did not feel any discomfort
during these changes (the observation being made usually during a routine ECG)
and that the ectopic rhythm is sometimes reduced to only a few beats (Table I I ,
Nos. 1,3,4,6,11,15,18-20) makes us suspect that this phenomenon is much more
frequent than documented evidence indicates.
These P wave changes were divided into two groups: one based on indirect
evidence, where the changes were seen in two different tracings of the same patient
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Table I I
PUBLISHED CASES OF PREEXCITATION WITH CHANGING SUPRAVENTRICULAR
PACEMAKER SITES and CONCOMITANT CHANGING QRS PATTERN
Author
1. Fisch, C, Pnsky, S. T , and Shields, J. P.52

Direct

2. Averill, K. H., Fosmoe, R. J. and Lamb, L. E.sa

Direct

3. Samet, P., Mednick, H. and Schwedel, J. B.54

00

Kind of
Evidence

Direct

Case
No.

Page
1007

7 Group A

441

Figure

Lead

Beats

3

V I , V4

2-3, 3-4

2}

V2,V5
V6

1- 2, 1-2
1- 2

r

2- 3

I

2-3

11

2-3

4A

4. Samet, P., Mednick, H. and Schwede, J. B . "

Direct

6 Group B

443

5. Sanghvi, L. M., Misra, S. N.,55
Banerjee, K. and Bose, K.

Direct

1

342

6. Ohnell, R. F.s'

Direct

31

7. Sodi-Pallares, D. and Calder, R. M . "

Direct

8. Averill, K. H., Fosmoe, R. J. and"
Lamb, L. E.

Direct

9. Littmann, D. and Tarnower, H.ss

Direct

9

10. Rosenbaum, F. F., Hecht, H. H.,5'
Wilson, F. N . and Johnston, F. D.

Direct

10

11. Wilson, F. N.M

Direct

1

1015

12. Palatucci, O. A. and Knighton, J. E.*'

Direct

1

13. Fosmoe, R. J., Averill, K. H. and"
Lamb, L. E.

3
E.F.

2- 3

482

111

.3-4, 10-11

24

11.111

3- 4, 2-3

lie

ii.iii

2- 3

15B

111

5-6

i;

111

3- 4, 8-9

61)

lA

II,III

3- 4. 2-3

Direct

VII

6

11

5-6

14. Rodstein, M . "

Direct

790

15. Segers, M.''^

Direct

715

3

1

4- 5, 1-2

16. Bix, H. H.M

Direct

41

4

I,V3
V5

5- 6, 4-5

17. Scherf, D. and Cohen, J.«

Direct

388

I53B

AVR

18. Swiderski, J., Lees, M. H. and"
Nadas, A. S.

Direct

564

3

9

19. Wolff, L . "

Direct

603

II:

CF3

IS

2- 3
every sec.
I-.'

6-middle

A.C

3-4

18. bwiderski, J., Lees, M. H. and"
Nadas, A. S.

Direct

I-'

564

19.

Wolff, L . "

Direct

5

18

6-middle

A,C

3-4

20.

Harnischfeger, W. W . "

Direct

1

31

4

1

3-4

21. Soffer, A.'8

Direct

1

22, Pick, A . «

Direct

—

Direct

J.PH.

23.

Fox, T . "

24,

Lepeschkin, E.'"

Indirect

2.^

Levine, S. A . and Beeson, P. B . "

Indirect

26.

Katz, L . N . and Pick, A.*'

Indirect

27.

Akesson, S.'^

28.

Swiderski, J., Lees, M . H . a n d "
Nadas, A . S.

29.

Swiderski, J., Lees, M . H . a n d "
Nadas, A . S.

Indirect

30.

Burchell, H . B . "

Indirect

31. Hunter, A., Papp, C. and "
Parkinson, J.

1

AVF

1-2

707

87

5C

I

2-3

380

2-3

26

II

11-91

I1-39B

VI,V6

1

403

6-7-39
1-5-40

11,111

704

4I2A,B

11,111

Indirect

—
—

4-5

2-5

Indirect

42

564

4B, C.E

i,ii,ni
AVL
rial

Indirect

24
392,394
1

2A,B

AVL

1,4

11

1B,C

1,11

OTHER CASES R E P O R T E D OR C I T E D
Author
1. Ohnell, R. F.si
2^ Hunter, A., Papp, C. and Parkinson, J.<:i
3. Averill, K . H . , Fosmoe, R. J. and Lamb, L . E.53
4. Vogt, A.
5. Westlake, R. E., Cohen, W. and Willes, W. H . "
6. Pines, W.
7. Scherf and Shonbruner
8. Larday, I .
9. Fernbach, J.
Id. Chen Lang Tung
11. M o i a and Tuchausje
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2
3
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Reported or Cited by
By the author
By the author
By the author
Cited by Schiebler et
By the author
By Hunter, Papp and
By Hunter, Papp and
By Hunter, Papp and
By Hunter, Papp and
By Hunter, Papp and
By Hunter, Papp and
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(Figs. 7, 8), and the other based on direct evidence, where the changes in the
form of the P waves were present in a single tracing or lead (Fig. 9 ) . In both
groups the changes in form and polarity of the P waves expressed changes in the
mean depolarization vector of the atria.
The fact that the changes in the P wave form are usually accompanied by a
change in heart rate favors the hypothesis that they are due to change in the site
of the pacemaker, and not (or not only) changes in the route of atrial conduction.
In one example where a direct change was observed from a presumed sinus to an
AV nodal pacemaker (Fig. lOE), it should be noted that the heart rate was faster
in the lower than in the higher pacemaking center. Similar observations were made
in several cases with indirect evidence and in some cases from the literature. Such
rhythm shifts may thus be considered a "relative AV nodal tachycardia" or "active
nodal rhythm".
These observations suggest that some patients suffering from the preexcitation
.syndrome possess potential supraventricular pacemaking centers which are able to
produce rates higher than the sinus node, and so capture the pacemaking of the
heart. They may become active during either anomalous or normal AV conduction
(Figs. lOD, I I C ) .
An increased incidence of ectopic pacemaker activity in patients with preexcitation syndrome is also indicated by the frequency of multiple ectopic premature beats
in these patients. In part of our material 22 of 85 patients (23.4% ) had multiple
premature beats. By contrast Hiss and Lamb'' found 1.4% in 122,043 healthy people
and Katz and Pick"' found 14% in 50,000 hospitalized patients, which suggests that
the percentage in ventricular preexcitation is unusually increased. Not only is this
high incidence of premature beats important, but the site of origin of these premature
beats is even more intriguing. In the series of unselected patients" the premature
beats were most often of ventricular origin, whereas among our patients there were
twice as many cases with supraventricular premature beats. Furthermore, some apparently ventricular premature beats may be of atrial origin, as demonstrated with
esophageal leads in a case of preexcitation.'' The occasional appearance of these
supraventricular premature beats as parasystolic atrial centers (Chung, Walsh and
Massie") further stresses the likelihood that in preexcitation an unusual activity of
potential supraventricular pacemakins; centers exists.
Recognized paroxysmal tachycardia occurs in about half of the patients with
ventricular preexcitation. Considering the high incidence of ectopic supraventricular
activity, it is reasonable to suspect that the tachycardias classically seen in the ventricular preexcitation syndrome are also produced by hyperactive ectopic centers in the
atria. When the ectopic center is in or near the A V node, an A V nodal tachycardia
occurs (Fig. I I C , D ) . If the pacemaking center is firing from some higher
site in the atria, atrial tachycardia with forward depolarization (positive P
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Figure 7
An electrocardiogram demonstrating ventricular preexcitation with simultaneous change in contour
of P and QRS, although not in the same lead. This type of demonstration is considered "indirect"
evidence (as discussed in the text) of a dependent relationship between site of origin of a supraventricular stimulus and QRS configuration. The shapes of P and QRS in A and B are different
when compared in almost every lead, but are particularly clear in leads 3, aVF and V4. It is obvious
that the change in P cannot be explained by interference from the delta wave which is present in B,
but we consider the genesis of the delta wave is related to the shift in supraventricular pacemaking
site.
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Figure 8
This is a second example of "indirect" evidence of a dependent relationship between supraventricular
pacemaking site and deformation of QRS. Coincident with a change in QRS between A and B (and
appearance of a delta wave in B), there is a distinct change in P wave configuration which we
interpret as a shift in pacemaking site.
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2 ,

B
Figure 9
In these electrocardiograms there are two examples of "direct" evidence of a dependent relationship
between P wave configuration and the type of QRS inscribed, since in each case the shifts are
demonstrated within a single lead. In addition to the change in P wave configuration there is a
simultaneous change in rate (P-P interval) in both examples, supporting the interpretation that the
change in P wave is due to a shift in pacemaking site rather than simply a different route of atrial
spread of excitadon from the same site. The example in / I is in a patient with preexcitation, with
the shift indicated by the black arrow in lead 3. The example in B is in a patient without preexcitation, the two shifts indicated by open arrows. Concomitant or simultaneous changes in both
P and QRS can thus occur with or without the presence of preexcitation.
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Figure 10
A group of tracings from the same patient showing both simultaneous and separate changes in P
wave configuration and that of QRS. It is of course possible to have a shift in supraventricular
pacemaking site without change in QRS, but when both changes occur simultaneously and precisely
both in onset and termination, it is difficult to consider them unrelated coincidence. In this series,
there is a low voltage P wave and probable delta wave in all complexes in A, with a distinct delta
wave in the QRS of V2, from which a continuous strip is mounted in B. It is not certain whether
P wave configuration changes in B, but that of QRS (and especially of the T wave) clearly does
although both QRS contours are anomalous: since a similar change occurs very distinctly in E,
we believe there was a .shift in supraventricular pacemaking site in B as well. The pacemaking site
in C appears similar to that in A but now the delta wave is absent and QRS generally normal; this
is particularly apparent in the precordial leads. In D there is a clear shift in pacemaking site, now
probably arising in the AV node, but QRS is not significantly changed. A strip of lead 2 in £
demonstrates the change in supraventricular pacemaking site, apparent both from altered P wave
and change in rate, with the AV nodal rhythm being more rapid than other (sinus origin).
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Figure 11
This series of electrocardiograms from one patient shows the complexity of possible relationships
between shift in supraventricular pacemaking site and QRS configuration. In A and B the P wave
appears identical and we believe the pacemaking site was the same, but in A there is clearly ventricular
preexcitation while in B the QRS configuration is essentially normal (slight delay in right precordial
acUvation in V I ) . When a distinctly different supraventricular pasemaker was active (C and D ) ,
the QRS was again within normal limits but now is clearly different from that in B. 'With this second
supraventricular pacemaking site there were paroxysms of tachycardia (leads 2 and 3 in D ) . 'We
interpret the rhythm in C and D as originating in the AV node.
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waves in I I , I I I , A V F ) might occur. When several ectopic centers (wandering
pacemakers) produce rapid and different impulses (or, as in the "wavelets theory""
one ectopic center is firing at rates over 600 in a minute) atrial fibrillation would
be the logical consequence (Fig. 12B, C ) .
Observations Concerning the Characteristic QRS Deformity. Next we will consider briefly the speciric deformations of QRS seen in the ventricular preexcitation
syndrome. These are generally explained''^ as a result of a "fusion beat" produced
by a double excitation of the heart: the slow, slurred part (deUa wave) of the
QRS being the result of the ventricular preexcitation; the slender, more normal
appearing terminal part being the result of normal depolarization of the rest of the
heart by a sinus stimulus descending through the usual conduction pathways.
This simple concept has been repeatedly questioned 'oy many electrocardiographers. The possibility has been suggested" that a specific ventricular center is
able to produce all the changes which characterize the preexcitation QRS pattern.
A case of complete A V block" illustrates the point (Fig. 13). This case, which
we term "pseudo" preexcitation to separate h from the classical form, demonstrates
that stimuli arising in a certain area of the ventricular myocardium can reproduce
the typical QRS seen in true preexcitation. Because of the complete A V block it
may be presumed that the rapid late part of the ventricular depolarization cannot
in these cases be produced by a coinciding supraventricular stimulus. The logical
conclusion is that there must exist somewhere in the nonatrial myocardium a center
capable of producing QRS complexes identical to those seen in the preexcitation
syndrome, and that all the depolarization of the ventricles, from the moment of
start until the end, must be anomalous, without the participation of depolarization
produced by atrial stimuli. Where should this center be?
On the basis of experiments in dogs, Sodi-Pallares" concluded that the initial
slurring delta wave of the R seen in the preexcitation syndrome corresponds to early
activation of certain portions of the upper ventricular septum near the tricuspid or
the aortic valve. It may be argued that there is a different mechanism of depolarization
of the ventricles which produces the specific form of the QRS in cases of complete
A V block and in cases with the preexcitation syndrome: an idioventricular beat
in the first, and a fusion beat in the latter. At least in one example of classic
preexcitation" it has been shown that all the ventricular depolarization must have
been anomalous, without necessary participation of any stimuh arriving from the
atria. In this case during normal atrioventricular conduction the PR interval had
a duration of nearly 0.40 seconds while during preexcitation the QRS vectors were generated only 0.16 seconds after the P wave. Ventricular conduction was interpreted as
being entirely due to the preexcitation wave because the whole P-S duration during the
anomalous conduction would end before the normal PR interval elapsed. Instead
of being unusual exceptions, these cases may represent what happens in all cases
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III;
Figure 1;
Portions of electrocardiogram from one patient here show relationship between PR interval in
normal and in ventricular preexcitation QRS complexes (.4), multiple premature beats (B), and
then atrial fibrillation (C). The PR interval during ventricular preexcitation in A is relatively
prolonged, being about 0.17 seconds, and is at or slightly above the upper limits of normal during
normal ventricular conduction (about 0.21 seconds). A l l the beats shown in B appear to be of
supraventricular origin, but in the strip of V I there are three different pacemaking sites and three
different QRS configurations. During the rapid ventricular response with atrial fibrillation in C
there is a consistent and stable QRS configuration.
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Figure 13
In this electrocardiogram (reproduced with the kind jjermission of Dr. I. Kariv) there is complete AV block with QRS complexes
exhibiting all the characteristics of ventricular preexcitation. Whether we interpret the ventricular rhythm as originating in ventricular
or AV junctional myocardium, the important point is that fusion between ventricular excitation caused by two different pacemaking
sites is clearly not necessary for the production of a delta wave with relatively normal terminal QRS.
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of preexcitation, with a stimulus from a specific area in the interventricular septum
leading to anomalous depolarization of both ventricles.
The Relation Between Normal und Abnormal PR Intervals. In addition to the
basic observation that in most cases of ventricular preexcitation a change in atrial
pacemaker site was associated with a concomitant change in the form of QRS, we
may consider another kind of correlation, viz., that which exists between normal
and anomalous AV conduction time in patients with the preexcitation syndrome.
In early studies of the preexcitation syndrome it was thought that during intermittent anomalous conduction the PR interval must be short (0.08 - 0.10 sec.) without
any necessary relation to the duration of the PR interval in the same case during
normal conduction. It has now become apparent that classical cases of preexcitation
may occur which meet all the usual criteria except that the PR interval is within
normal limits (0.12 - 0.20 sec). Pick and Katz" have even presented an otherwise
typical case with first-degree heart block during the anomalous conduction. Such
examples (PR 0.12 - 0.20 sec.) are not at all rare, but may be found in almost
every series of cases and often in single-case reports. It is more difficult, however,
to find cases with normal or prolonged PR interval during preexcitation and in
which there are also published tracings showing the PR interval during normal AV
conduction (Fig. 12A). In the few cases reported showing both types of A V conduction, the authors were impressed that the PR interval during "normal" A V
conduction of all these cases was relatively prolonged, some of them showing classical
first-degree heart block (Table I I I ) . They concluded that the short PR during

Table I I I
THE PR INTERVAL I N THE PREEXCITATION SYNDROME
Cases Exhibiting Both Normal and Anomalous Ventricular Complexes
In the Same Patient
PROLONGED PR*
NORMAL PR*
Author

Pre-Ex. PR

Normal PR

Picka3

0.24
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.13

0.36
0.40
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.21
0.18
0.22
0.19
0.17

0.156

0.237

Grant"
Picket
Present Series
Averill53
Wolff"
Present Series
Schiebler'i
Wolffsi
Wolferthss
mean

Author

Pre-Ex. PR

WolffS"
WolffS"
WolffB"
LittmanSB
Present Series
Wolff"
Littmanss
Present Series
Present Series
Wolff"
mean

*"Prolonged" meaning a PR duration in excess
of 0.12 seconds during preexcitation. These
are all the reported cases to our knowledge.

Normal

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

0.19
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.14
0.12
0.12

0.10

0.15

**There are over 50 reported examples of intermittent preexcitation with "normal" PR
intervals i.e. between 0.08 and 0.12 seconds.
These 10 examples are all the ones with PR
intervals of 0.10 and are representatives of
the observations in the entire "Normal PR"
group.
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preexcitation is not a rixed interval but depends on what the PR of the individual
patient was during normal conduction: e.g. when the PR was normally 0.12 - 0.16
seconds, then the shortened PR usually was 0.08 - 0.10; but when the PR was
prolonged (0.18 - 0.40), the PR interval during the preexcitation was usually "normal"
or slightly prolonged (0.12 - 0.24 sec).
Having considered atr'ial ectopic activity, ventricular depolarization, and .mme
aspects of AV conduction in the preexcitation syndrome, another question remains:
how are the atria connected to a high interventricular center so that an impulse
originating in the former arrives early and produces preexcitation in the latter. We
believe that any theory attempting to explain the mechanism of this syndrome must
explain not only the short PR. the deformed QRS and the different tachycardias,
but must also explain the following two phenomena: 1. The correlation between
simultaneously altered atrial and ventricular depolarization. 2. The relation between
the normal and the anomalous AV conduction (PR interval) in a given case.
A Proposed Model for Atrial, A V Nodal and Ventricular Depolarization Order.
From an examination of all these aspects of the question we conclude that one must
assume the existence of anatomical tracts which connect particular sites in the atria
to certain points in the high interventricular septum, and that some of these tracts
must traverse net the whole but only a part of the AV node. On the basis of such
an assumption it is possible to explain not only the short PR and the specific form
of the QRS, but also the concomitant changes in atrial and ventricular order of
depolarization, and the relationship between the normal and anomalous PR interval.
Is such a model a congenital anomaly of the usual human AV conduction system,
or is it compatible with current knowledge of normal cardiac anatomy and physiology?
A Tentative Explanation of the Mechanism Producing the Ventricular Preexcitation Syndrome. With the anatomical and physiolosical models for the working
hypothesis in mind, we may now return to considering the high incidence of ectopic
rhythms seen in the preexcitation syndrome. If such an ectopic rhythm were to
originate within the tract where fibers bypass a part of the A V node, each impulse
would arrive at the lower part of the node far ahead of stimuli descending from
the other tracts; consequently, it would not be canceled as it normally is, but dLsperse
itself into the multiple nonrefractory connecting channels of the lower part of the
AV node. Premature arrival of such a stimulus at the lower part of the A V node
would produce an anomalous depolarization front nearly perpendicular to the usual
one. The stimulus would spread in all directions from its arrival point, with a part
of it reaching a given subdivision of the His bundle through which it must arrive
earlier than normal to a given site in the ventricle or in the high interventricular
septum and start ventricular depolarization. The rest of the anomalously produced
depolarization front in the AV node, advancing in all the directions, must meet any
other stimuli descending down through the node from the other tracts and collide
to cancel them (Fig. 14).
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Figure 14
A schematic presentation of our hypothesis concerning genesis of the ventricular preexcitation QRS
and its probable relationship to enhanced supraventricular ectopic pacemaking (and paroxysmal
tachycardias). If a beat originates within the posterior internodal tract (arrow and asterisk) and
arrives at a lateral margin of the AV node abnormally eariy, the spread of excitation within the
AV node would be other than usual, and arrival of the excitation front in the His bundle would
be distorted. Presuming selective and separate conduction within the His bundle, evidence for which
has been presented, the activation of any of several direct connections with the IV septum could
account for the delta wave and later activation of the right and left bundle branches would produce
the normal late portion of QRS. Since the volume of IV septum so activated would be relatively
small, its abnormal vector would be relatively brief in duration and not extend into the normal portion
of QRS. But since it was activated abnormally early, it would be visible whereas during normal
excitation of the His bundle it had been obscured by simultaneous stronger other vectors. Whether
the P wave configuration was simultaneously altered would depend on how far from the sinus node
or how close to the AV node the ectopic pacemaking site in the pcsterior internodal tract was
located. Other causes for abnormal sequence or order of excitation of the AV node are also
possible, including both fimctional and organic disease. For example, sufficient disease to obstruct
or delay conduction in both the anterior and middle internodal tracts might lead to abnormal
excitation of the AV node by a stimulus originating within the sinus node. We beheve it possible
and most logical to explain the ventricular preexcitation syndrome on the basis of distorted excitation
within the AV node, and that abnormal or unusual (accessory) atrioventricular connections do not
need to be invoked.
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Figure 15
In this electrocardiogram the shift in pacemaking site between A and B is associated with a change
in QRS configuration, but both QRS's show a delta wave and are of the ventricular preexcitation
type. We interpret this as due to altered penetration of the AV node by the stimulus from both
supraventricular pacemaking sites, but that the altered nodal penetration for each was different
both from normal and from the other pacemaker. Further discussion is in the text.

It may be argued that in many cases no change is seen in the form of the P
wave when a normal QRS turns to preexcitation configuration. Such a case is
published by Claggett." The explanation of this fact is that when the ectopic center
originates near the sinus node, but within the posterior internodal tract, the vector
of atrial depolarization will still closely resemble that of sinus rhythm, at least with
conventional external recording technics. When an ectopic rhythm in the ventricular
preexcitation syndrome originates within the A V nodal bypass tract, retrograde depolarization of the atria will be observed in the ECG, together with the preexcitation
complexes. If, finally, the ectopic center is somewhere between these two extreme
points, e.g. within the lower portion of the posterior internodal tract, varying degrees
of alteration in the form of the P wave will be seen (Figs. 7-9).
Sometimes the ectopic center pacing the heart in a preexcitation case moves
from one site to another and produces concomitant with this move a second type
of anomalous ventricular depolarization (Figs. lOB, 15). In such a case the new
ectopic pacemaker must still be in the tract whose fibers bypass the upper part of
the AV node. Depending on the location of the ectopic pacemaking site, the arrival
of its impulse at the atrial margin of the A V node may vary slightly; consequently,
excitation of separate compartments of the A V bundle may also vary as must the
subsequent ventricular excitation, although it will remain a preexcitation pattern.
It is possible for an ectopic pacemaker to occur in the preexcitation syndrome
and be associated with normal QRS complexes. For example, if it is in the upper
part of the AV node, normal depolarization of the node can occur with normal
QRS patterns but with retrograde atrial conduction (Figs. lOD, U C ) . The spontaneous appearance of ectopic rhythms associated with normal QRS pattern in cases
of preexcitation favors the hypothesis that this syndrome is a disease of the normal
conduction system and not necessarily an anatomic anomaly. This view is also
supported by the increased incidence of different types of supraventricular premature
beats seen in patients with preexcitation, although in a given patient a stimulus may
arise normally in the sinus node and distribute normally in the A V node, in which
case it would lead to a normal QRS pattern. This hypothesis, stressing the functional
importance of the location of an ectopic pacemaker, can explain how an atrial
impulse can arrive in the interventricular septum before other stimuli and why in
the same patient one may sometimes have normal and at other times anomalous
conduction (intermittent preexcitation).
In one of our cases a short PR with a classical preexcitation QRS complex
was seen at one time, and a normal PR with a normal QRS at another. In the
same case and concomitant with a move of the pacemaker into the A V node, an
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aberrant QRS pattern appeared which was different in form from both the preexcitation and the normal QRS complexes (Fig. 11 A,B,C). This phenomenon can
be explained by assuming that an asynchronous A V nodal depolarization developed
when the stimulus was 'oorn in certain areas inside the node. In such a case the
AV nodal depolarization front will progress in an unusual direction and result in an
asynchronous depolarization of the common bundle and in consequence an asynchronous ventricular depolarization order producing aberrant QRS patterns, but not
one of preexcitation.
The critical point determining whether QRS is normal or of the preexcitation
type then becomes whether the A V nodal excitation was in a normal fashion through
its superior crest, or abnormally along its right lateral and inferior surface. The
former should lead to synchronous excitation of all portions of the His bundle and
a normal QRS, while the latter would excite the bundle asynchronously and produce
a deformed QRS. If either a normal or abnormal front in the AV node can enter
the His bundle and distribute to the septum and ventricles over the same anatomical
routes, as we believe they do, then the occurrence of an anomalous QRS is due to
abnormal sequence and not abnormal route of His bundle penetration. The same
component of His bundle excitation responsible for producing the deUa wave during
a.synchronous penetration is simply buried in the normal QRS during synchronous
penetration, due to other stronger vectors.
There are certainly experimental methods for producing an ECG with a short
PR interval and a delta wave without affecting the A V node.''' But the critical
question concerns the signiricance of such experiments relative to the ventricular
preexcitation syndrome as it occurs naturally in man. The syndrome is associated
with, in addition to the typical ECG, the following features which must also be
explained in any hypothesis about its origin: 1. Enhanced supraventricular pacemaking activity (premature beats and paroxysmal tachycardias). 2. Frequently concomitant changes in P and QRS configuration. 3. Ability to alter the ECG in
patients with the syndrome by manipulation of autonomic nervous (especially vagal)
control.'^-*' Considering these points, we believe an alteration of the front representing
spread of excitation through the A V node is the only tenable explanation capable
of accounting for all the clinical features of the ventricular preexcitation syndrome
as it occurs in man.™
SUMMARY

Several classic questions in clinical electrocardiography are reviewed in light of
recent electrophysiologic and anatomic observations on the heart. Basic among these
new concepts is the now impressive evidence of specialized and selective conduction
within the atria. Considering atrial excitation as occurring selectively over distinct
pathways rather than at random (which has been the working premise ever since
its suggestion by Sir Thomas Lewis) leads to a number of necessary revisions in
currently prevalent concepts of how the electrocardiogram is formed. In addition
lo the other old electrocardiographic questions considered, special aUention is directed
lo the genesis of the ventricular preexcitation syndrome of Wolff, Parkinson and White.
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